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2 NEW STANDARD SIZE PAVERS ON ORDER

With the promise of a very busy year ahead, AP PAVERS have just ordered two brand new VÖGELE Standard
pavers. These will be introduced to the fleet over the coming weeks. We always find that the standard
pavers are extremely popular, and the quality of the build by VÖGELE, as always, is second to none.
This paver handles motorway projects, rural roads or the surfacing of large areas with the same high
perfection as it copes with confined spaces when tackling roundabouts.
These machines are available for nationwide hire operated or non operated, for further details on this
machine and others please visit our website.

1 NEW PLANER HAS JOINED THE FLEET
AP PAVERS welcomed a new WIRTGEN W100 to the fleet recently. This is an exceptionally versatile and
compact planer, delivering a very high class performance.
We are proud and excited to continue our ever strengthening partnership with Wirtgen.
This planer is available to hire immediately, please call us to discuss.

THE ROLLER COMPACTED CONCRETE COMPANY
Roller Compacted Concrete is now becoming
increasingly popular within the UK and we
are now starting to get a lot more enquiries
about laying concrete.
An economical solution brought on by the
rising prices of bitumen. Roller Compacted
Concrete has a service life of up to 4x longer
than asphalt, and because of its good
durability, has a relatively maintenance free
life.
AP Pavers are now at the forefront of laying
concrete. Using our VÖGELE pavers with
high compaction screeds, we can achieve
approximately 95% precompaction before
any roller passes.
Through our new company, The Roller
Compacted Concrete Company, we have
developed a total solution for all concrete
laying jobs. Our website is soon to go live, so
keep an eye out...
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